Last Soviet troops out of Afghanistan

By KELLEY TUTHILL and MAURA KRAUSE
Staff Reporters
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The demonstrators in the Iranian capital broke windows at the embassy, a diplomat there said. He said no embassy employees were injured.

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary leader, said Tuesday that Rushdie's novel is so offensive and capturing communist held areas of Kunar.

Khomeini said that any employee was injured.

An Afghan guerilla marches up a mountain in northeastern Afghanistan with a group of several hundred mujahideen. These guerillas are moving in around the cities of Jalalabad and Kabul after overrunning and capturing communist held areas of Kunar. Story left.

Videotape, handbook planned to explain Honor Code

By ASHOK RODRIGUES
Staff Reporter

How Miller Brewing Company interacts with minority communities was the topic of a speech given as part of the Year of Cultural Diversity at Notre Dame.

"Marketing to an Expanding Minority Community" was the title of a speech by Bob Toledo, vice president for brand and promotion at the Miller Brewing Company.

"The idea of marketing to minorities has gained some real stature in the last couple of years as more and more companies have taken a much more visible, approach to reaching this important segment of this population," said Toledo.

According to Toledo, Miller sponsors various programs in the minority community, such as concerts and music nights. Miller also works with minority organizations and sponsors the Thurgood Marshall Black Education Fund in conjunction with the National Basketball Association.
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Boxelder bugs bring on those winter blues

Michelle Dall
Assistant News Editor

Boxelders are notorious for overstaying all bounds of social propriety. As any good guest knows, spending a night or two's fine, and a week's pushing it, but AN ENTIRE SEASON? Faux pas. Faux pas.

These bugs were out to lunch when they passed out manners at the pearly gates. Admittedly, boxelder bugs aren’t the most dangerous insects in the world. To my knowledge, they don't bite, sting, scratch or maim. But they're so worthless! They serve absolutely no meaningful purpose in life. They're simply, well, THERE. As far as I'm concerned, they're the dregs of the insect world, the weakest meat of the animal kingdom, so to speak.

Now, I’m sure everyone out there doesn’t hold boxelders in such low esteem. My psychological allergy to these bugs is undoubtedly unique. I probably the only person around who’s on a first-name basis with the exterminator. I even know his phone number by heart.

But even though boxelder bugs may call me heartless, cruel and cold, I’ll stick to my guns. Give me Ruldolph or give me death.
North’s trial set back on track

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Oliver North’s Iran-Contra trial appeared to get back on track Wednesday as prosecutors, after meeting with Justice Department lawyers, issued guidelines designed to guard against disclosures of classified material by North.

In a four-paragraph statement, independent counsel Lawrence Walsh said he will, if necessary, seek an affidavit from Attorney General Dick Thornburgh to prevent the disclosure of classified information which could harm national security.

The statement was worked out with Thornburgh, who said it will permit national security secrets to be protected.

Hours after the announcement, Thornburgh asked the Supreme Court to lift the stay that has delayed the start of the trial and said he will also drop his appeal of rulings by U.S. District Court Judge Gerhard Gesell on secrecy issues.

Chief Justice William Rehnquist had endorsed the plan. "The independent counsel’s planned implementation of yesterday’s district court order provides the government with the substance of what we have been seeking for the past week."

Walsh’s statement also says Walsh will notify Thornburgh if evidence in any of eight specific categories is to be introduced.

Those categories include information identifying undercover CIA officers, and information revealing locations of CIA stations and U.S. covert activities other than paramilitary support for the Contras. Also included are details about specific CIA operations with foreign intelligence services and government officials as well as information identifying by name or description who are CIA assets or liaison officials.

North’s attorney, Brendan Sullivan, was not immediately available for comment.

Thornburgh, in a statement, endorsed the plan. "The independent counsel’s planned implementation of yesterday’s district court order provides the government with the substance of what we have been seeking for the past week."

Walsh’s statement also says Walsh will notify Thornburgh if evidence in any of eight specific categories is to be introduced.

Those categories include information identifying undercover CIA officers, and information revealing locations of CIA stations and U.S. covert activities other than paramilitary support for the Contras. Also included are details about specific CIA operations with foreign intelligence services and government officials as well as information identifying by name or description who are CIA assets or liaison officials.

Correction

In the Hall Presidents Council story in Wednesday’s Observer, an all-campus SYR was reported as being scheduled for March 31. The dance was actually scheduled for February 24, next Friday. The Observer regrets the error.

TAYLOR MASON

Back by popular demand - Don’t Miss Him!!

Doors open at 8:45
Show begins at 9:00

Come early to get a good seat!
Discipline discussed at Judiciary Council

By BRADLEY GALKO
Staff Reporter

Reducing the anxiety involved with the University's disciplinary process was the primary objective of a Judicial Council meeting Wednesday. Ann Firth, director of residence life, told the members of the council that a "clearer understanding of how the system works... (would help) to reduce some of that anxiety."

She also stressed to the council, which is comprised of dorm judicial board coordinators, that, "You are important resource people for the residents of your hall." It is important, she added, that "you have accurate information for them."

Arty Feles, judicial coordinator for the University, explained, "We needed a way to disseminate information to the students." He invited Firth, Elizabeth Pawlicki and Patrick Doran, assistant directors of residence life, to address the council as a way of accomplishing this.

The speakers wanted to dispel the perception of their office as being merely givers of punishment. "We do not address a wrongdoing... but we (also) try to help the individual," said Doran.

"The 'iron fist'—it's not true," added Feles; "They do a lot more than the judicial affairs part of it."

"One of their (students') basic rights," Doran told the council, "is that they be treated fairly." He added, however, "We feel our students need be held accountable for their actions."

The speakers continued to explain the judicial process by telling the council that rule infractions are dealt with in one of two ways: conference or administrative hearing. The decision between conference or hearing "depends on the severity of the potential outcome," said Doran. "When the stakes are higher, there should be more formality."

A hearing, and other elements of the disciplinary process, were then re-enacted by the guest speakers and members of the council. An invitation to a hearing is not synonymous with an imminent suspension, said Firth. "They (hearings) are not for gone conclusions," added Pawlicki. "We are serious about the presumption of innocence."

Conferences, the more informal of the two disciplinary procedures, are far more common than hearings. Of 282 cases heard last semester, 87.2 percent were dealt with by conference to only 12.8 percent by formal hearing. The most common offenses that the Office of Residence Life was called upon to deal with included (from most to least common) intoxication, merchandising (e.g. illegal sale of unlicensed T-shirts) and off-campus complaints.
Fastest microprocessor introduced by Intel Corp.

NEW YORK - Intel Corp. on Wednesday introduced the fastest microprocessor in the world, the equivalent of a "supercomputer on a chip." The N-10 chip, introduced at the International Solid State Circuits Conference, the industry's biggest research meeting of the year, was hailed as a technical marvel by engineers. Crammed with a million transistors, the chip runs at up to 160 million operations per second, Intel said. A senior Intel executive said it will be offered as the basis for a new line of high-speed computers.

The United States continues to dominate in processor chips, the brains of computers, even though Japan has taken over most of the world market for computer chips.

"This is the first microprocessor product, when it is formally introduced, which will be a true mainframe computer," said James Magid, senior adviser to the securities firm of Needham & Co. Intel Senior Vice President David House said that in addition to offering the N-10 as a helper chip, Intel will make it available to other companies as a central processor for engineering and graphics workstations and multi-user computers. That's a bold decision because it pits the N-10 against established chips made by competitors such as Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mips Computer Systems, Inc. and Motorola, Inc.

"This new technology will rearrange the industry in the '90s," House said.

In Tokyo on Tuesday, NEC Corp. and Hitachi Ltd. both announced high-speed microprocessors that they said were the fastest of their kind. Hitachi's runs at up to 70 million instructions per second. The company did not say what the chip could be used for. NEC's V-80 runs at 15 million to 22 million instructions per second. It is mainly for telecommunications.

An NEC executive in the United States, Chu-Foon Chan, said Intel's N-10 is technologically impressive, but he questioned the company's ability to provide the software tools that companies would need to build computers around.

Gone continued from page 1

Some at the ceremony said getting involved in a neighbor's civil war was a mistake.

"It was a clear error, so many died," said Senior Sgt. Asgat Husayinov, 22. He said Afghanistan was "a hell after which you fear nothing, except maybe yourself." The soldiers at the ceremony received watches sent on the orders of Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov.

Lt. Col. Igor Asarenok of the Defense Ministry said Gromov's troop was the last to leave, ending what many Soviets have come to view as their Vietnam.

In Moscow, the Communist Party daily Pravda said Leonid Brezhnev's decision in 1979 to send troops to Afghanistan may have been an error. It suggested future commitments of Soviet forces abroad should be sanctioned by Parliament.

Novel continued from page 1

Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency, in a report monitored in Cyprus, said the Revolutionary Guards Corps today expressed their "readiness to carry out the Imam's (Khomeini's) decree."

About 2,000 people took part in today's protest outside the British Embassy in Tehran, expressing support for Khomeini's decree and anger over the book. A senior British diplomat, reached at the embassy by telephone from Cyprus, said the "noisy" demonstrators paraded outside the walled compound for three hours. "Local authorities provided effective protection," said the diplomat, who spoke on condition on anonymity.

He said the demonstrators hurled stones at the building, breaking some windows. The protesters later dispersed.

Couch potato

Garret Kanehann takes a quick snooze Wednesday working on the Bengal Bouts, in LaFortune Student Center. He broke his nose working on the Bengal Bouts.
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Honor
continued from page 1

that isn’t the intention of the Honor Code,” said Stamile. “We want it to be a comfortable situation.”

“Through the video, we hope to show the reasons why the Honor Code should be implemented,” said Stamile. The idea of integrity and a sense of community are two reasons why the Honor Code is a good idea, said Stamile.

The handbook will be essential to faculty members, said Stamile. The committee hopes that in the classroom faculty and students will discuss honor and the ramifications of dishonesty, said Stamile.

“The handbook is a good tool for educating the entire University community,” said Stamile. With the handbook there will not be many different ways to interpret the Honor Code; the handbook creates a uniform document, Stamile said.

The Honor Code is an experimental code and in 1991 the Academic Council will review the code, Williams said. The Academic Council is a group composed of faculty, students and administrators, said Gerlach.

“I hope there is a referendum of the students. I would hate to see another decision from on top,” Gerlach said. “The Honor Code must come from a consensus of the community.”

“It’s imperative that we have an all-school vote,” said Stamile. Gerlach said he hopes that there will be a vote and that the Academic Council will take the results in very high regard when making their decision. “I think we stand a good chance of winning (student approval for the Honor Code),” he said.

The main reason that the video and handbook are necessary is that when the students vote, they can make an educated decision, said Stamile. Even if the Honor Code doesn’t go through, if the votes are educated votes, the Committee’s efforts were successful, said Stamile.

Williams said that a survey may be just as good as a vote because in a survey the students can say “if yes, why yes; if no, why no.” The Council would take the survey into consideration when making their decision, said Williams.

“I think that there is a clear pattern that the more students understand the code, the more they think it’s a good idea,” said Williams. “The challenge is to educate.”

Toledo noted that the estimated annual buying power of America’s 29 million black consumers was $218 billion. He said the Hispanic segment was the fastest growing sector of the population, currently with 20 million members and an buying power of $134 billion a year.

Miller
continued from page 1

Dean of the College of Business Administration in appreciation of his participation as a speaker in the Year of Cultural Diversity.

Northwestern University Summer Session ’89
Think or swim.

2905 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60205-2650

Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session ’89 catalog with financial aid and registration information (available mid-March). Please send the catalog to □ my home □ my school.

In summer, more is less.

Save 20 percent on two courses, 25 percent on three or four.

Mail this coupon, or call 1-800-FINDS-NU; in Illinois, (312) 491-4114.

The Observer

is currently accepting applications for the following position:

Accent Copy Editors (3)

Please contact Beth Healy at 283-1264 or John Blasi at 283-2163 or 239-5303
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Toss Pacific, the helium balloon in which Fumio Niwa attempts a solo trans-Pacific flight, floats over the Pacific Ocean 28 miles south of the coast of central Japan Wednesday.

MOVIES THIS WEEK:

THURSDAY

The Fox and the Hound

FRIDAY

This Is Spinal Tap

TIMES: 8 & 10:15 PM

CUSHING AUDITORIUM

$2

AP Photo

LOW YO WINDS, BLOW

In summer, more is less.

Save 20 percent on two courses, 25 percent on three or four.

Mail this coupon, or call 1-800-FINDS-NU; in Illinois, (312) 491-4114.
that Notre Dame’s code allows for a made in the article. It was mentioned at large. The Honor Code is debated back and forth on campus. The Notre Dame community. It is crucial that it be discussed and understood—correctly. The fair article by Maura Krause and Kelly Tuthill appeared that compared Notre Dame’s Honor Code to those of Valparaiso University and the University of Virginia. While it is difficult to compare our Honor Code to those of two schools whose codes are based on years of tradition and are not evolving as ours certainly must, the exposure itself is appreciated.

If our honor code is to be presented, however, it must be done fairly. In our discussion of the Honor Code, I spoke with Miss Tuthill about the reasons for its implementation, specifically about the need for moral education and growth to complement the academic, social, and spiritual growth to which if it can be done in any community, Notre Dame should stand out as a champion because the hungry children of Bangladesh truly benefit.

We wish to take nothing away from the achievements and contributions that have been mentioned. However, the Bouts have graduated countless numbers of champions, both in and out of the ring, who never participated in such an egotistical poster as this. Nappy himself, who is considered to be the greatest contributor to the Bouts, only appeared on the poster once, after his death in 1987. When a poster that should stir the hearts and spirits of the boxers and spectators looks more like an advertisement for a men’s fashion show, clearly a mistake has been made.

Quote of the Day

"Any effort that has self-gloryation as its final endpoint is bound to end in disaster." —Robert M. Pirsig
**Multiple roles of a musician**

**Professor Profile:**

Steve Miller

1. purely on a popular and folk level. However, it was not until studying music composition and guitar during his college days at Indiana University that Miller gradually focused on the genre of classical guitar. Classical guitar provided the structure and technique needed to actualize and convey his more advanced musical ideas effectively. Miller went on to do graduate work in music composition and guitar at the University of California.

Miller characterizes his personal compositions as strong in rhythm and musical color. His performances, usually solo, include these original compositions as well as pieces by classical composers. Miller now performs in the Indiana and Illinois areas and hopes to spread throughout the Midwest. He feels his roles as teacher, composer, and performer are all important.

Miller's aspiration as a musician is to "do what I am now doing, only I want to do it more and better." His main musical goal is to constantly improve. He describes the musician's life as sometimes heavy with work and sometimes slow. However, the persistent musician cannot be effected by the ups and downs of the business.

According to Miller, a musician, always anticipating the good times, must possess patience and perseverance in all aspects of the life-practicing, performing, and teaching.

Miller feels his job holds as much stability as any other. Musicians make their own opportunities, whereas paths might be clearer in other lines of work. Miller encourages all aspiring musicians, yet warns "don't quit your day job." At least not right away.

Steve Miller holds the instrument that is the key to his success.

**Slick Rick**

The Adventures of Slick Rick

Def Jam/CBS

Stick Rick of Doug E. Fresh and the Get Fresh Crew fame has come out with a new album. The Ruler's back. That's right, kids. Hear this. Slick Rick has released new raps which rip the Ly Coq Sportif sweats off Doug E. Fresh's back. "The Adventures of Slick Rick" is a testament to the Ruler's superb rhetoric and wit. Ricky provides a more light-hearted rap than Public Enemy and Ice-T with songs about love, respect, fashion, and Indians. For those caught up in the latest squall of social consciousness, Slick Rick will be appealing, but for those who genuinely love good, humorous rap, it is endearing and enjoyable. At times, however, his profanity may alarm the aforementioned thin-skinned cretin, but Slick Rick is not known for mincing words.

Regardless, it is a godsend to have the Ruler back. Thank you Uncle Ricky.

**Fugazi**

Fugazi

Dischord Records

**SANDRA MCBRIDE AND MATT RYLAND**

accent writers

Fugazi rhythms refreshing and memorable. The vocals are clear unlike typical noise bands. MacKay sings lead vocals on "Waiting Room" and "Bad Mouth," the EP's most impressive cuts. The lyrics convey an impatience with torpidness and apathy: "But I don't sit idly by / I'm planning a big surprise / I'm gonna fight for what I want to be."

This would be a good gift for that straight-edge punk rocker you have not seen since high school.

**Coming this month:** A live Descendents LP, "Hallraker," on SST records. And in March, look for "Flip Flop" by Guadalcanal Diary and "Oranges and lemons," a double album from XTC.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

Hardcore. With that one word, hopefully we have scared off the ostentatious cretins who were looking for fluff about the newest order in music. The following, however, will not be a desultory skip of nonsense. We will glance at rap music and hardcore punk rock.
Drug charges rock Oklahoma

Oklahoma City—The University of Oklahoma football team, a personal power accustomed to battling for nation's title, now in fight for dignity during an outbreak of criminal allegations that won't seem to go away.

Approximately and determination hearings were scheduled today for starting quarterback Charles Thompson, who was arrested Monday night by F.B.I. agents on a Jan. 26 federal complication of violating code in an undercover agent.

Just last week, Thompson and Oklahoma's quarterback R.D. Laslar told students at Jackson elementary school in Norman to avoid drugs, according to the Daily Oklahoman. "They feel betrayed," Dottie Caldwell, principal of Jackson, said of the students. "They were lied to."

The New York Post quoted Caldwell as saying, "He said that drugs can close the door on life's opportunities and that he was thankful to God for allowing him to heal others (by speaking against it)."

One anonymous asked him if he was aware of any football players taking drugs, Caldwell told the Post. "His answer was open and ended, saying that he did not know anything.

The governor of Oklahoma says he's 다음과 다. The other players say they're ashamed.

And the second-largest newspaper in the state is calling for Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer to resign.

"Nothing less than a new start under new leadership can restore confidence and pride in O.U. football. Nothing less, in fact, can save the University of Oklahoma from becoming a national laughingstock," said a Tulsa World editorial in today's editions.

Switzer listed the players who recently have been arrested and said: "Barry Switzer should resign because of what they did. No more than that. His coaches and fathers should make to prison to serve their sentences," Switzer told the Oklahoma News Network.

Media, friends and respondents crowded into the courtroom. Thompson, Thompson wearing an orange jumpsuit, was attentive and quiet. He looked at his mother briefly.

Adrian Dalynt, pictured earlier in his career with the Utah Jazz, was dealt from the Detroit Pistons to the Dallas Mavericks for Mark Aguirre.

The Observer Newsome office, located on the third floor of Haggard Student Center, accepts classifieds advertising from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Observer Saint Mary's office, located on the third floor of Haggard College Center, accepts classifieds advertising from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. Deadline for next-day classifieds is 3 a.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or by mail. The charge is 10 cents per characters per day.
SPORTS BRIEFS

Roger Clemens of the Boston Red Sox became the highest paid player in baseball Wednesday when he signed a three-year deal worth 7.5 million dollars. -Associated Press

In college basketball action Wednesday, North Carolina State defeated Clemson 90-75, LSU beat Kentucky 99-80, Wisconsin outscored Northwestern 81-71, Ball State triumphed over Toledo 74-69 and Mississippi State upset Alabama 61-57. -Associated Press

A squash clinic with Notre Dame tennis coach Bob Bayliss, former squash coach at MIT and Navy, Monday at 4:30 p.m. on court one of the Joyce ACC. -The Observer

The ND-SMC Gymnastics Club will hold a meet Sunday at 12 noon at Angela Athletic Facility. Admission is free, and all are invited. -The Observer

The Cheerleading Team will have an informational meeting Monday for anyone interested in trying out for the 1989-90 Cheerleading Team (either as a cheerleader or the leprechaun). Please bring proof of insurance. The meeting will take place at 8 p.m. in the football auditorium of the Joyce ACC. There will also be meetings Wednesday and Thursday. -The Observer

The ND-SMC women's lacrosse team will hold its first practice Monday at the Angela Athletic Facility. Please be there by 6:45 p.m. and remember to bring $5 for club dues and sticks if you have them. -The Observer

A squash film dealing with the fundamentals of the game will be shown tonight at 6:30 at the football auditorium of the Joyce ACC. For more information, please call Bill Murray at x3211. -The Observer

Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday in The Observer offices on the third floor of LaFayette Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. -The Observer

LaSalle continued from page 16

Overton is averaging 12.7 ppg and 3.3 assists per game. Freshman Jack Hurd is chipping in 12.5 ppg and has started all 25 contests.

LaSalle's front line consists of Simmons, forward Milko Lieverst, and Craig Conlin. Conlin, a 6-6 center, is averaging 59.3 percent from the field and 10.9 ppg and 6.0 rpg. Lieverst, a 6-9 freshman forward from the Netherlands, season encouraged students to be "the sixth man."

"The younger guys need that bench strength support," Phelps said. "The coach needs to be involved for 40 minutes, not the last three," pgg. Other than Johnson, referring to the Boston College game. -The Observer

LaSalle does not have a bench player who averages more than two points a game. -The Observer

Jerusalem Summer Study Program

1989

A Consortium Program of

Notre Dame  Fordham Villanova  Georgetown

Information Meeting

Thursday, February 16, 1989
4:30 P. M.
103 O'Shaughnessy

Application Deadline: March 6, 1989
INSTANT COLLEGE CREDIT
WHEN YOU GET THESE GREAT HITS.

That’s Right! Your friends will give you credit for great musical taste when you buy any or all of these top college hits. It’ll be the easiest credit you’ll ever earn.

Peaches has the best selection of cassettes, LPs, and compact discs for every musical taste. Plus a wide variety of blank audio and video tapes as well as CD and tape storage cases.

Hurry in, the sale ends February 19th. Peaches—the only music and video store you’ll ever need.

Peaches
MUSIC & VIDEO
Mishawaka, 5784 N. Grape Road, Indian Ridge Plaza
(1/2 mile west of University Mall) 271-9715

IH hockey teams fight for last playoff spots

By ARTHUR GOLLWITZER
Sports Writer

The Interhall hockey playoff picture is becoming clearer by the week.

The Gold division race has been narrowed to three teams and one big game. In the Blue division, the situation is a bit more complex.

Since last Thursday night, Grace and Dillon tied 2-2, as did Off-Campus and Morrissey. In the second game, Morrissey led 2-1, but Off-Campus defen-seman Brendan Max found the net with a slapshot from the point to tie the game.

In the game’s final minutes, a controversial call eliminated a potential winning goal by Morrissey. Apparently, the Manor had too many men on the ice.

Grace then defeated Morris-sey 7-4 Monday night.

In the Blue division, Pangborn skated past Sorin 3-1, while Zahm iced Sorin 8-2 and also topped Cavanaugh by a 4-2 score.

In its victory over Cavanaugh Monday night, Zahm had only nine players in uniform. Captain Jay Hiniker had nothing but praise for his team.

“The team played really well as a whole,” Hiniker said.

“There were a couple of early goals scored, and we really did not play that well,” said Cavanaugh captain Chris Sullivan, whose squad fell to 3-2 on the season. “We got beaten to the puck.”

These results leave Off-Campus on top of the Gold divi-sion with a record of 4-0-1. Grace is also 4-0-1 and Dillon has a 3-1-1 mark.

Next week Grace and Off-Campus meet in a game that will decide Dillon’s fate. If Grace loses, Dillon’s playoff hopes remain alive. There would be a single-game playoff rematch between Dillon and Grace.

The Blue division playoff sit-uation is dependent upon the upcoming matchup between Alumni and Stanford.

Cavanaugh and Zahm are still clinging to slim playoff hopes. If Stanford wins next week’s confrontation, then Alumni and Stanford get the two playoff spots. If Stanford loses, there could be a three-way tie be-tween Stanford, Cavanaugh, and Zahm.

The playoff team would be picked on the basis of goal dif-ferential.

The Observer is currently accepting applications for the following position:

Assistant Production Manager

for further information, contact Alison Cocks at 239-5303 or 283-4042.

Become A Rax Preferred Customer

PRESENT YOUR ND/MARY’S I.D. TO OUR CASHIER AND RECEIVE A TEN PERCENT DISCOUNT
US 33 NORTH STORE ONLY
OFFER ENDS 5/30/89

Please note: application available at Peaches Music and Video Store, Mishawaka, Ind. or by phone call to 239-5303.
Irish fencers in Junior Olympics
Ten members of ND team to travel to Colorado Springs

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

While the Notre Dame fencing teams will not compete this weekend, the Irish will have at least ten team members competing in this year’s Junior Olympics at Colorado Springs. Competition will begin on Friday and continue through Monday afternoon.

In men’s foil, sophomore Phil Leary stands an excellent chance to make some waves. Currently ranked eleventh nationwide in junior point standings, Leary could make his last appearance at the games this year.

“I’m anxious to see how (Phil) does because he’s fencing exceptionally well at this time,” said Irish head coach Mike DeCicco. “But as well as he is doing now, in tournaments such as these, there’s a chance of disappointment. Perhaps this will be the year that he just explodes and takes it all.”

Foilists Mike Trisko and Ed Lefevre also plan to attend this weekend’s events.

Sabre will most likely be the most unpredictable weapon.

Brothers Ed and Chris Baguer will both compete, currently ranked ninth and 20th in junior point standings. Freshman Henry Chou is ranked 15th and will attempt to improve his status.

The women’s team will have four members in the foil competition. Sophomore Lynn Kadri and freshmen Tara Kelly Haugh and Kelly Haugh hope to pick up some valuable national-level experience. Rachel Haugh is currently 25th in junior foil standings.

In addition to foil, the competition will include epee, a weapon not in competition for women at the NCAA level. Nevertheless, Rachel Haugh has a number-four ranking for that weapon, while her sister Kelly is seventh and Tara Kelly is ninth nationally.

“They’re all going on their own and representing themselves,” said DeCicco. “However, we are sending coach Mike Marx to look at some kids interested in applying to Notre Dame, as well as to answer any questions those kids might have.”

The top-ranked ranked junior sabreman in the United States, James Talioferro, is presently enrolled as a part-time student at Holy Cross Junior College.

Immediate openings for 1989 Graduates and Summer Candidates
Engineering, Computer Science, Technical Sales (BS/MS)

When you start your career, there’s nothing like initial success.

Thursday, February 23
IBM INFORMATION DAY

Your future in technology could be in software development, engineering or technical sales.

If you’re ready to start a successful career in any one of these creative areas of information technology, come meet our representatives at an informal briefing, and find out more about our current openings. Please bring 4 copies of your resume and, if available, your transcript.

An equal opportunity employer: U.S. citizens or nationals, permanent residents, asylees, refugees or those authorized to work under the temporary resident provisions of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act only.

February 23
La Fortune Student Center
Notre Dame Room
12noon - 5pm
(Stop by anytime)
Hockey
continued from page 16
on the ice by itself. Clean passes and clever stick-handling allowed four different Irish players to take advantage of a confused Forester defense. Hanzel began the streak at 8:43 with an unassisted shot just as the Foresters returned to full strength after a penalty. Tim Kuehl then added to the Irish tally. After passes from Patrick and Kevin Markovitz, Kuehl scored from the near left corner. Then two freshmen from Rochester, Minn, made their contribution to the Irish flurry. Mike Curry took advantage of a Scott Vickman pass that baffled the Forester defenders to put the Irish up 4-1. Less than a minute later, classmate Pat Arendt worked his way out of a crowd to score and finish starting Lake Forest goalie Steve Collins. Arendt was assisted on the play by Bruce Guay. At 9:14 Hanzel ended the Irish explosion as he slipped the puck between the legs of a fallen Dan Vacco. Hanzel was unassisted on the goal. Lake Forest made it 6-2 sixteen seconds later when Dennis Moran slipped an unassisted back-handed shot past Madsen. Hanzel concluded the Irish rout and got his first hat-trick of the season when he blasted a Bill Hoelzel pass into the Forester net with five seconds left in the game. "The puck seemed to have eyes tonight," said Hanzel, playing in his next-to-last game for the Irish. "It was nice to see us taking advantage of the scoring opportunities and playing with confidence." Both Schafer and Hanzel agreed that Lake Forest was one of the teams Notre Dame should have beaten this year. The Irish finished the year 2-3 against the ninth ranked Division Three Foresters.
Swim teams ready for MCC meet

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

The men’s and women’s swim teams travel to St. Louis to compete in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference Championships on February 16-18.

Both teams captured first place at the meet last year and are favored to repeat again in 1989.

The men’s team had an easy victory last year, winning by 200 points over the second place team, Evansville. Evansville, which dominated the MCC Championships before Notre Dame joined the conference, will once again be the toughest competition for the Irish in the field of six teams.

The meet may prove to be an easy victory for the men’s team, but Head Coach Tim Welsh has prepared the swimmers for a battle. The extensive training that both teams underwent earlier in the year was aimed at the championship meets.

“We have trained well for a long time,” Welsh said. “Also, we have advanced our performance level from week to week, so we’re prepared to race well.”

Before the final events, there will be qualifying races, and one of Welsh’s main concerns is qualifying as many people as possible.

“We have to qualify the right people in the right events,” he said. “This is a meet that requires that the winner be deep enough to score in all 12 events. Everybody must contribute in order for us to defend our title.”

The women’s team won by a close score last year, also over Evansville, but the Irish swimmers might have an easier time this year. Evansville will be their main competition, and they lost several key swimmers to graduation since 1988. Also, the Irish will have two more divers than last season, which could be a crucial factor.

Neither of the Notre Dame teams will be competing at full strength. All of the juniors are remaining in South Bend for Junior Parents Weekend. In fact, there will be very few upperclassmen participating. The women’s team will have only two seniors, and the rest are sophomores and freshmen.

“The responsibility is on the sophomore class, basically,” said Welsh. “This is a risk we take that makes the challenge more exciting.”

A key absence for the women’s team is freshman Katie Pamenter, who has been a leading scorer for the Irish this past season. Pamenter has a rotator cuff injury and will not swim. Brian Vogel, the co-captain of the men’s team, is also injured, but Welsh says he will compete.

The main goal for the Irish will be to swim well, according to Welsh.

“More important than winning is that we swim our best times ever and that everyone scores,” he said. “Our satisfaction depends on that, and we’re confident that if we do swim well, everything will come out alright.”

The women’s team won by a close score last year, also over Evansville, but the Irish swimmers might have an easier time this year. Evansville will be their main competition, and they lost several key swimmers to graduation since 1988. Also, the Irish will have two more divers than last season, which could be a crucial factor.

Neither of the Notre Dame teams will be competing at full strength. All of the juniors are remaining in South Bend for Junior Parents Weekend. In fact, there will be very few upperclassmen participating. The women’s team will have only two seniors, and the rest are sophomores and freshmen.

“The responsibility is on the sophomore class, basically,” said Welsh. “This is a risk we take that makes the challenge more exciting.”

A key absence for the women’s team is freshman Katie Pamenter, who has been a leading scorer for the Irish this past season. Pamenter has a rotator cuff injury and will not swim. Brian Vogel, the co-captain of the men’s team, is also injured, but Welsh says he will compete.

The main goal for the Irish will be to swim well, according to Welsh.

“More important than winning is that we swim our best times ever and that everyone scores,” he said. “Our satisfaction depends on that, and we’re confident that if we do swim well, everything will come out alright.”
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ND hockey dominates Foresters

By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

When it rains, it pours. And the Notre Dame hockey team, led by captain Matt Han­sell, dominated the Foresters 7-2. Hanzell scored a hat-trick, including the first and last goals of a five-goal blast in the second period.

"We created scoring opportun­ities tonight," said Irish head coach Rick Schafer. "Too often this year when we worked hard, we couldn't convert. Tonight, it paid off."

It looked like the Irish (10-25-2) were in for a long night when Lake Forest (11-7-1) opened the scor­ing just 3:1 into the game. After a missed clearing, Glenn Whalen found himself alone in the front of the net and put the puck in unanswered.

The Irish tied the game goal at 15:02 when defender Kevin Patrick scored from the point on the right side. Pat Arendt had the assist on the power play goal.

Then the Irish exploded. In the first 4:07 of period two Notre Dame looked like it was see hockey, page 13

II-H basketball playoffs begin

Fisher, Morrissey advance to final game

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

The time has come to decide the winners of the Interhall team on this hoop hysteria campus. Last night at the JACC, the semi-finals of the Interhall league produced a championship contest that pits a perennial power versus a surprise, aggressive, but up and coming tenu­licant.

In the opening contest, Morrissey faces Alumni's eight successive game by pounding the All-Americans, with their man-to-man defense and teamwork. Morrissey rode an excellent performance by Rod "Tank" Culver who poured in 15 points from the field. "It's not about the vic­tory," said captain Steve Corr, who contributed 12 points to the winning effort. "Rod played excep­tionally well. He came up with the big buckets when we really needed them."

The Manor raced 4-25 halftime lead with the help of outstanding playmaker Kevin Keynes. Yet, the Dogs ran off 12 consecutive points in the third quarter before Keynes was able to restore order to the Manor offense. In the fourth quarter, Morrissey's up-tempo game wore down Alumni, who had only played with six people the entire game.

"We just outran them in the fourth quarter," said Corr. "We determined to win, and I think our level of play increased dramatically in the last quarter. It was definitely the best we have played all year.

In the second battle of the night, Fisher, a first time scheduled for late Wednesday night, was in for a long night when Knott. Ellen Mouch was able to restore order to the Irish offense. After a missed clearing, Glenn Whalen found himself alone in the front of the net and put the puck in unanswered.

The Irish tied the game 15:02 when defender Kevin Patrick scored from the point on the right side. Pat Arendt had the assist on the power play goal.

When the Irish exploded. In the first 4:07 of period two Notre Dame looked like it was see hockey, page 13

Ba din upsets PW in first round of playoffs

By KEN TYSIAK
Sports Writer

Badin upset highly-regarded Paquinella West in overtime Monday night to highlight the first round of the women's In­terhall basketball playoffs. Stephans and Lewis also won their first contests in the double-elimination tourna­ment that will be decided in the win­ner's bracket.

Ten first-half points by cen­ter Gegen Bourn helped St. Thomas to an 18-14 halftime lead over the Irish. Love of the score held steady for the rest of the game, with a slight edge in the second half.

"We didn't give up," said leader Mor­gane Flanagan, who played in the conference with her father on the floor. "We didn't have to play very well to win in the second half."

Forward Vicki Booth took over from there for the Blitz, who have a very young team. Four of their eight players are freshmen. Booth dove to the basket herself and dished to teammates for easy baskets several times as B.P. dominated the rest of the second half.

Lewis advanced to the second round with a 32-27 victory over St. Thomas. Ellen Mosch scored 15 points and Marcie Powell added 13 for the Chick­ens, who peaked their way through St. Thomas' defense with a combination of good defense and teamwork.

"We can play with anybody in the league," said Lewis co­ach Mark Laboe. "But we lack size in the low post, so we will have to play very well to win in the final.

Lewis' next opponent will be the winner of the P.E.-Walsh contest, which was re­scheduled for late Wednesday night.

Ireland hoping to bounce back against La Salle

By CHRIS MURPHY
Sports Writer

Notre Dame will look to rebound at home against La Salle at 8 tonight after Tues­day night's disappointing loss to Boston College.

But to get a win, the Irish are going to have to stop the na­tion's second-leading scorer, a team that has a seven-game winning streak. La Salle comes to Notre Dame with a 21-4 record and "one of the best teams (Coach Bill) Speedy Morris has ever put together," according to Irish head coach Digger Phelps.

"You're going to see a great team Thursday night. They could be a final four tournament team," Phelps said. The Explorers are in the Metro Atlantic Conference and return three starters from last year's NCAA tournament.

Phelps sees two keys for the Irish to beat the Explorers. The Irish must improve mentally and get better production from the bench.

"We didn't counterattack, we had poor shot selection and poor offensive rebounding," against Boston College," Phelps said. "On transition defense, we stood around and watched."

The Irish will face one of the premier players in the nation tonight in 6-6 forward Lionel Simmons. The junior from Philadelphia leads La Salle with 28.3 points per game and 11.4 rebounds per game, and he has been his team's leading scorer in 23 of its 25 games. In the duo's current seven-game winning streak, Simmons has averaged 29.7 ppg.

Simmons scored 26 points against the Irish last year in Notre Dame's 66-59 victory over the Explorers at the leg­endary Palestra engineering phi­losophy.

"Simmons is a great player and will try to go one-on-one," said Phelps. "He's a difficult offensive strength, however, doesn't stop with Simmons. The Explorers have five players scoring in double figures.

"They're all good shooters and have confidence," said Phelps. "They have a great supporting cast.

The Explorers are getting good numbers from their young backcourt. For more see LASALLE, page 10

Course offerings, co. cura tions

Learning is a great experience, and the atmo­sphere at the Joyce Center on recent weeknights, it's no wonder I've had so much fun.

On these selected weeknights around 8 p.m., it's hard to tell the difference between the South Dome and the fourth floor of the library. I'll give you a hint: you can find plenty of empty seats in the South Dome.

Pete Gegen
Sports Writer

Given the atmosphere, educational opportunities have been plentiful during the week for these close games. Apparently most students do not take advantage of these wonderful opportunities. Lectures, which answers the question: "Do students believe they can manipulate Digger's psyche?"

"Psych 324, Motivation of the Cheering!" (Student): Digger's "thumbs up" signal and to his "Where's the sixth man?" berating in the paper. Which answers the question, "Do students believe they can manipulate Digger's psyche?"

PSYCH 324. Motivation of the Cheering! (Student): Mon­itor student response to Digger's "thumbs up" signal and to his "Where's the sixth man?" beratings in the paper.

Also includes analysis of season ticket sale data.

COTH 112 Budget Theoraphorey: Learn the Notre Dame cheerleader-sanctioned method of applying the exact same limited number of high-fiving opportunities (for males) and assorted arm movements to randomly selected musical scores ranging from the sacred fire song to the Pat Boys' "Wipe Out."

AMST 223 Culture of Wagering (checkmarked): A growing field among Notre Dame males, experience students cheering for the opposing teams, and examining how the "power of the point spread" makes Tim Crawford a very popular player and Keith (2-6-16) Adkins an unpopular player in this culture. Crosslisted with MATH 232 Probability and Statistics. See Alumni Hall for checkmark forms.

What a bargain—for only $77, experiences in psychology, sociology and communications abound. Oh yeah, you can watch some pretty good basketball too, but don't tell